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Double-Wide Double-Inlet Fans
These Brock Fans are Variable-Frequency
Drive (VFD) capable to help provide more
precise control of the fan’s speed and energy
consumption.

crop, trust it to the best in aeration

of trusted reliability you can
count on day in and day out. It’s
unmistakable quality, built to
last year after year. And it’s the

Fan Arrives with fan transition
already mounted. This makes the fan
installation faster, easier and saves
on-site assembly labor and cost.

Double-Wide Double-Inlet Fans

B

rock’s new GUARDIAN® Series
double-wide double-inlet
centrifugal fan line offers:

Fan Selection Made Easy

C

hoosing the right BROCK® Aeration Fan is easy with Brock’s AIR

• The double-wide centrifugal
wheel is more efficient and
naturally provides more airflow
than a single-wide wheel.

SOLVER® Fan Selection Software. Your Brock dealer simply enters your

storage system’s aeration requirements and the software helps choose the
aeration fan type and size appropriate for meeting your aeration needs.

• Choice of low-speed or highspeed models.
• Choice of 30-, 40- or
50-horsepower motors.
• Low-speed fans with high
airflows at low to medium static
pressures for larger storage bins.
• High-speed fans with low
airflows at high static pressures
for more efficient aeration of tall
stored grain heights.

Aluminum Wheel is corrosion
resistant and lightweight for better
wheel balance.

Choose the Fan Model That Best Matches Your Need
Airflow Ratings (Cubic Feet Per Minute – CFM)

Factory-balanced Centrifugal Wheels provide smooth, efficient fan operation aided
by Brock’s cable suspension mounts for hanging fans from the bin’s sidewall. Cable
suspension makes it easier to clean under the fan and is 50% less than the cost of a
concrete foundation. Concrete foundation option is available.

Belt-drive Operation offers quieter
(3 dB less), smoother fan operation
with less vibration compared to
direct drive single inlet fans. It also
makes drive system maintenance
easy. The fan safety guard has been removed
to show the belt drive in this photo.

Fan Motor mounts on transition
housing to eliminate the typical
added suspension needed for the
motor along with potential strain on
fan motor bearings. Future fan motor
upgrades to higher horsepower are
also easier.
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Airflow ratings have been determined by an independent fan testing facility in accordance with AMCA Standard 210.
Contact your local Brock dealer for help in selecting a fan. BROCK GRAIN SYSTEMS +1 866-658-4191 sales@brockgrain.com
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